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GNS 8360

3.5" Car Navigation System

Intuitive Technology 
- Exceptionally User Friendly. 
- Dynamic Voice and Visual Guidance 
- Speed and Safety Warning System 
- Customise your GPS

High Definition 3.5" Non-Reflective LCD Display for Crystal
Clear Viewing

Different Visual Guidance Views including Automatic Night
Mode

Unique Predictive Keyboard for fast and simple input of your
destination

The Uniden GNS 8360 combines the latest in GPS technology and
software with Sophisticated Intuitive Technology.

The GNS 8360 is stylish and powerful. It even has an in-built Early
Warning Safety System to alert you of fixed speed cameras and red
light cameras therefore providing a high level of nationwide protection
for loved ones and your license. Featuring the latest SIRF III GPS
Chipset for powerful and fast performance, the new GNS 8360 delivers
nationwide coverage of all streets, suburbs and points of interest, giving
voice and visual guidance to any destination. It comes pre-programmed
with over half a million points of interest including restaurants, banks
and post offices. Users can also store their own destinations.

For drivers who travel to more than one location in a day, multipoint
route planning allows for multiple destinations to be programmed in
advance. This allows drivers to go from one map to the next, taking the
fastest and most direct route. Predictive keyboard text also reduces the
destination search time and if drivers make a wrong turn in a pre-
programmed destination, the system will recalculate directions
immediately.

The GNS 8360 is TMC Ready (Traffic Monitoring Channel) allowing you
to receive broadcast traffic information and automatically diverting you
to a faster route. This feature only works if you subscribe to the service
by your local TMC provider. The GNS 8360 is so powerful yet so simple
to use. Whether you are travelling for work or enjoying a short or long
drive to a new destination, the GNS 8360 will guide you there using the
quickest route available with its Dynamic Voice and Visual Guidance
System. Its Intuitive Technology makes it so simple to use, allowing you
to plug it in, enter your destination and just drive... letting the GNS 8360
do the rest.

The screen is super bright, removing glare for crystal clear viewing. It
also switches automatically to night mode for easy, glare-free viewing
after dark. With superior Mapping Data it provides nationwide coverage
using Sensis Whereis Map Data. Featuring a SD Card slot extra
memory can be added to the unit and is great for the multi-media
function that allows you to play your videos and music. Digital photos
can also be viewed from an SD memory card.

When it comes to portable GPS Car Navigation Systems the Uniden
GNS 8360 is in a class of its own. It makes your trips safer and faster
while giving you peace of mind that you will reach your destination on
time, every time.

Suggested Retail: $449.95 
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Early Warning Safety System Nationwide Coverage 
- Fixed Speed Camera Warning
- Red-Light Camera Warning

Easy to Navigate Maps 
- Dynamic Voice and Visual Guidance
- Auto Route Recalculation
- Turn by Turn Instructions

Over half a Million Points of Interest including 
- Restaurants
- Shopping Centres
- Banks
- Post Office
- Buildings and Monuments
- And Much More!

Multi Point Route Planning

Multi Media Player allowing you to play your favourite videos
and music, or even view your digital photos when saved on an
SD Memory Card.

The Uniden Car Navigation units are designed for multi-lingual
usage - please click here to find out more

GNS 8360 Contents: 
- 1 X GNS 8360
- 1 X Glass Mount Bracket
- 1 X GNS 8360 Case
- 1 X Software CD
- 1 X SD Card
- 1 X Touch Screen Pointer
- 1 X Cigarette Lead Power Cord

Memory: Aus Market: SD Card

Weight: 194g

Dimensions: 90mm (H) x 130mm (W) x 30mm (D)

Additional Features:

https://www.uniden.com.au/resources_main/pdfs/GNS_Multilingual_Brochure.pdf

